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1. INTRODUCTION 
Odoodee is spoken by a group of people living in the Balimo and Nomad Districts of the Western Province 

of Papua New Guinea. More specifically, the villages are located in the area that is near the mid-eastern part of 
Western Province, somewhat near the southwestern border of Southern Highlands Province. There are about 
500 speakers. Odoodee is a Papuan language, belonging to the Strickland Plain Sub-Family of the Bosavi 
Language Family in the Central and South New Guinea Stock of of the Trans-New Guinea Phylum. The ISO 
code is kkc. Alternate names for this language include ‘Ododei’, ‘Kalamo’, and ‘Nomad’. 

The speakers of the language live in three villages: Kalamo, Hasalibi, and Lake Campbell. There are only 
two dialects, with speakers from Lake Campbell constituting one, and speakers from Kalamo and Hasalibi 
making up the main dialect. The main differences between the dialects appear to be lexical. The dialects are 
mutually intelligible. Examples in this paper are from the main dialect. Data for this paper have been collected 
during extensive periods of residence from 1996 to 2007 in the village of Kalamo under the auspices of the 
Summer Institute of Linguistics. 

 

2. PHONOLOGICAL UNITS 

2.1 Phonemic and Orthographic Inventory 

/  ɑ  ɑ     ̃  b  d  ɛ   ɛ     ̃ e    ẽ    ɡ  h   i  ĩ  k  l  m  n   ɔ   ɔ      ̃  o    õ   ɸ   s  t   u  ũ   w   j   / 

< a   a   b  d   e   e  ee   ee   g   h   i  i   k  l   m  n   o   o   oo   oo  p   s   t   u   u   w   y  > 

< A  A  B  D  E  E  Ee        G  H  I      K     M  N  O  O  Oo  Oo  P  S  T  U       W  Y  > 

 

2.1.1 Phonemic Inventory Charts 

2.1.1.1 Consonants 

 

 Bilabial Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal 

Plosive b t  d  k  ɡ  

Nasal m n    

Fricative ɸ s   h 

Approximant   j   

Lateral 
Approximant 

 l    

/w/ - voiced labio-velar approximant 

 

2.1.1.2 Vowels 

i ĩ    u ũ 
     

e ẽ    o õ 
     
ɛ ɛ   ̃  ɑ ɑ   ̃  ɔ ɔ   ̃
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2.2 Contrast Sets 

2.2.1 Consonants 

2.2.1.1 Labials 

/ ɸ b m w / 

/ɸɑ/   [ɸɑ]  ‘bit’      /tɛKɛPɔ/ 1 [ˈtɛkɛɸɔ] 2 ‘good’    

/bɑ/   [bɑ]  ‘brother-in-law’   /ɔPu/  [ˈɔbu]   ‘grass.sp’ 

/mɑ/  [mɑ] ‘liver’     /ɔmu/  [ˈɔmu]   ‘roof peak’ 

/wɑ/  [uɑ]  ‘tree.sp’     /ɔwɔlɔ/  [ˈɔuɔlɔ]  ‘his child’ 

2.2.1.2 Alveolars and Palatals 

/ t d s l n j / 

/tɔ/   [tɔ]  ‘uncle’     /mɛtɑmɑlɑKɑ/  [ˈmɛtɑmɑlɑˌɡɑ]‘full’ 

/dɔ/  [dɔ] ‘digging stick’   /hɛdɛPɛ/     [hɛdɛˈbɛ]    ‘one’ 

/sɔ/  [sɔ]  ‘dog’      /dɑsɛKɛ/     [dɑsɛˈɡɛ]   ‘black’ 

 --         /mɛlɛdɑPɑ    [mɛˈlɛdɑˌbɑ]  ‘arrive down’ 

/nɔ  /̃  [nɔ  ]̃  ‘2sg’      /tɛnɛ/     [tɛˈnɛ]    ‘cucumber’ 

/jɔ/   [iɔ]  ‘stone’     /ɛjɛ/     [ɛiˈɛ]      ‘grandmother’ 

2.2.1.3 Velars and Glottals 

/ k ɡ h / 

/kɑ/  [kɑ]    ‘pandanus’   /tɛKɛPɔ/ [ˈtɛkɛɸɔ]  ‘good’ 

/ɡɑdɑ/   [ɡɑˈdɑ]   ‘ant’     /sɑKɛ/  [ˈsɑɡɛ]   ‘long’ 

/hɑPɛ/   [ˈhɑbɛ]   ‘afternoon’   /ɡohɛlɛ/ [ˈɡohɛlɛ]   ‘sad’ 

2.2.2 Vowels 

/ i ĩ e ẽ ɛ ɛ    ̃ɑ ɑ    ̃ɔ ɔ    ̃o õ u ũ / 

/iPɑ/  [ˈibɑ]  ‘we’   /kɔPijɔ/  [kɔbiːˈɔ]  ‘wallaby’   /muPi/  [muˈbi]  ‘mountain’ 

--         /hĩjɔ  /̃   [ˈhĩːɔ  ]̃   ‘limbum’   /ɡĩ/   [ɡĩ]   ‘centipede’ 

/ewe/   [ˈeue]  ‘earwig’  /ɛmedi/  [ɛmeˈdi]  ‘thumb’   /bɔwe/  [bɔuˈe]  ‘spider 

--         /hẽjɛ  /̃   [hẽĩˈɛ  ]̃   ‘puddle’   /hɑlosẽ/  [hɑloˈsẽ]  ‘bilum rope’ 

/ɛli/   [ɛˈli]  ‘road’   /ɡɛlɛsi/  [ɡɛlɛˈsi]  ‘rubbish’   /hɑPɛ/   [ˈhɑbɛ]  ‘afternoon’ 

/ɛ  j̃ɔ  /̃   [ɛ  ĩ   ̃̍ ɔ  ]̃  ‘bait’   /dɛ  j̃ɔ  /̃   [ˈdɛ i    ̃ɔ̃  ]̃   ‘green beans’  /dɑsɛKɛ  /̃  [dɑzɛˈɡɛ   ]̃  ‘black’ 

/ɑPɔ/   [ˈɑbɔ]  ‘some’   /wɑKi/  [ˈwɑki]  ‘back’    /sudɑ/   [suˈdɑ]  ‘paddle’ 

/ɑ  /̃   [ɑ  ]̃  ‘I’    /ɡɑ   l̃ɑ  ̃/   [ɡɑ   ̃̍ lɑ  ̃]  ‘animal’   /tɔPɔlɑ  ̃/  [tɔpɔˈlɑ  ̃]  ‘grasshopper 

/ɔsulu/  [ˈɔsulu] ‘door’  /kɔPu/   [ˈkɔbu]  ‘ginger’   /budɔ/   [buˈdɔ]  ‘chest’ 

/ɔ  /̃   [ɔ  ]̃   ‘yes’   /ɡɔ   l̃u/   [ˈɡɔ   l̃u]   ‘drum’    /ɑijɔ  /̃   [ˈaiːɔ  ]̃     ‘black cockatoo’ 

/uKɛli/ [uˈɡɛli] ‘necklace’ /ɸuKusi/  [ɸuˈkuzi]  ‘grass.sp’   /dɔPu/   [ˈdɔbu]  ‘jungle’ 

---         /ɡũsɔ  /̃   [ɡũˈzɔ  ]̃  ‘splinter’   /hũ/   [hũ]   ‘name’ 

                                                           
1 In the word /tɛKɛPɔ/, archiphonemes /K/ and /P/ are used, as in all phonemic writing in this paper. See 2.3.1 Contrast 

neutralisation. 
2 In the word [ˈtɛkɛɸɔ], as in as in some other words, stress on the first syllable does not match the stress rules (this is true 

for about 10% of all words). See 4.2 Stress. 
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2.3 Phonetic Variants 

2.3.1 Contrast Neutralisation 

/b/ realised by [b] word-initially, and by [b] or [β] in free variation intervocalically. 

/ɸ/ realised by [ɸ] word-initially, and by [b] or [p] in free variation intervocalically. 

Note: the contrast between /ɸ/ and /b/ is neutralised intervocalically. I symbolise the archiphoneme by /P/. 

/k/ realised by [k] word initially, and by [k] or [ɡ] in free variation intervocalically. 

/ɡ/ realised by [ɡ] word initially, and by [k] or [ɡ] in free variation intervocalically. 

Note: the contrast between /k/ and /ɡ/ is neutralised intervocalically. I symbolise the archiphoneme by /K/. 
(Hyman 1975: 69-72) 

2.3.2 Other Allophones 

/l/ realised by [l] intervocalically (/l/ has a defective distribution, not occurring word-initially), and by [ɬ] 
(nasal lateral approximant) intervocalically following a nasalised vowel or when the preceding consonant 
is /m/. 

/s/ realised by [s] word-initially, and by [s] and [z] in free variation intervocalically. 

3. SYLLABLE STRUCTURE 

3.1 Basic Syllable Structure 
There are four basic syllable structures as can be seen in the table below. The Odoodee words are written in 

orthography. 

 one-syll. word word initially word medially word finally 
V i 'storm' e.li 'road' ---  --- 

VV ei 'shoulder' ei.yo 'yesterday' ---  --- 

CV be 'pig' bi.bi 'taro' e.bi.ga 'navel' ge.le.si 'rubbish' 

CVV dou 'fire' pai.ye 'ill'  ho.lai.so 'children' ge.me.dei 'stomach' 

 

3.2 More on Syllable Structure: Interpreting Vowel Sequences 

3.2.1 Interpretation of Diphthongs 
Each of the vowels can stand alone as a word in itself. 

VV sequences generally syllabify as a single syllable when the second V is higher than the first. Otherwise, 
they split as two syllables. 

The following vowels can function together as diphthongs in the VV slot as the nucleus. 

 /ɑi/ /hɔlɑisɔ/ [hɔˈlɑizɔ] ‘children’  

 /ɑ i    ̃/̃ /ɸɑ i    ̃j̃ɛ/ [ɸɑ i    ̃ ̃̍ :ɛ] ‘sick’ 

 /ɑu/ /hɑu/ [hɑu] ‘veranda’ 

 /ɔu/ /kɔu/ [kɔu] ‘cassowary’ 

 /ɔ u   ̃ /̃ /ɔ u   ̃ /̃ [ɔ u   ̃ ]̃ ‘louse’ 

 /ɛi/ /ɡɛmɛdɛi/ [ɡɛmɛˈdɛi] ‘stomach’ 

 /ɛ i    ̃/̃ /wɛ i   ̃s̃ɔ/ [ũˈɛ i    ̃z̃ɔ] ‘hit’ 
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Following are examples of VV sequences which split as two syllables. 

 /iɑ/ /biɑ/ [bi.ˈɑ] ‘sit’ 

 /eɑ/ /beɑmɛ/ [be.ˈɑ.mɛ] ‘day’ 

3.2.2 Interpretation of Semi-vowels Intervocalically and Word Initially 
Followed by a Vowel 

The semi-vowels [i] and [u] are interpreted as /j/ and /w/ intervocalically to fit the most common CV 
pattern. 

 /ibɑjɑ/ [ibɑiˈɑ] ‘mute’ 

 /ɑwɛ/ [ˈɑuɛ] ‘grandfather’ 

 /jɔlu/ [ˈiɔlu] ‘lizard.sp’ 

 /wɑu/ [uau] ‘rainy’ 

Note, however, that there is contrast between a diphthong followed by a semi-vowel compared to a single 
vowel followed by a semi-vowel. Stress will occur on the heavy syllable. 

/ɡi ɛ    ̃  ̃kɑKɑuwɑ/ [ɡʲɛ    ̃# kɑˈkɑuːɑ] ‘young people’ <gie kakauwa> 

/sũ kɑKɑwɑ/ [sũ # kɑkɑuˈɑ] ‘paralyzed body’ <su kakawa> 

/ɛijɔ/  [ˈɛiːɔ] ‘yesterday’ <eiyo> 

/ɛ  j̃ɔ  /̃  [ɛ i    ̃ ̃̍ ɔ  ]̃ ‘bait’ <eyo> 
 

3.2.3 Interpretation of Palatalisation and Labialisation 
Palatalisation and labialisation is [i] and [u] respectively in the following position: Ci/uV. 

3.2.3.1 Palatalisation 

/d/, /t/, /s/, /k/, /ɡ/, when followed by iV, are interpreted as palatalised, i.e. Ci is non-syllabic and the 
sequence is phonetically [CjV], interpreted as /CiV/ and written <CiV>. 

 /diɑ/ [dʲɑ] ‘new’ <dia> 

 /tiɔ/ [tʲɔ] ‘arrow’ <tio> 

 /siɑ/ [sʲɑ] ‘dry’ <sia> 

 /ɡi ɛ   ̃ /̃ [ɡʲɛ  ]̃ ‘life’ <gie> 

 /kiɑ/ [kʲɑ] ‘cousin’ <kia> 

3.2.3.2 Labialisation 

/k/, /g/, /h/ when followed by uV, are interpreted as labialised, i.e. Cu is non-syllabic and the sequence is 
phonetically [CwV], interpreted as /CuV/ and written as <CwV>. 

  

 /kuɑsiɔ/ [ˈkʷaziɔ] ‘tired’ <kwasio> 

/ɡuɑ/  [ɡʷɑ] ‘harvest’ <gwa> 

/huɛ i    ̃/̃  [hʷɛ i    ̃]̃ ‘meat’ <hwei> 
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3.3 Syllable Structure Revised 
Based on the interpretation of vowel sequences we can add a fifth syllable structure to our list, /CvV/. 

 one-syll. word word initially word medially word finally 
V i 'storm' e.li 'road' ---  --- 

VV ei 'shoulder' ei.yo 'yesterday' ---  --- 

CV be 'pig' bi.bi 'taro' e.bi.ga 'navel' ge.le.si 'rubbish' 

CVV dou 'fire' pai.ye 'ill' ho.lai.so 'children' ge.me.dei 'stomach' 

CvV dio 'spirit' gie.de.ge  'fresh' we.dia.so* 'died.PL' ba.ka.dio 'two' 

*In the chart above, wedia-so ‘died.PL-PF’ is affixed. 

4. SUPRASEGMENTALS 

4.1 Tone 
There is a two-way tone contrast at word level.  A high ‘accent’ is realised by a level pitch on the word.  A 

low ‘accent’ is realised by a falling pitch on the last syllable of the word.  In the orthography, high pitch is 
signalled with an acute accent mark on the last vowel of the word.  High pitch is only marked on words that 
contrast with a word having low pitch.  Low pitch is not marked. 

There are only several minimal tonal pairs that exist in the language. It seems that native speakers in written 
materials rely heavily on context to identify such pairs of words. Therefore it is only necessary to mark tone on 
those words which could still be misinterpreted in context. 

In written materials, so far we have seen the need to mark tone on only one word:  

<só> /sɔ/ [sɔ] ‘bird’ 

On the contrasting word, falling tone is not marked: <so>  /sɔ/ [sɔ↘] ‘dog’. 

Further examples of Tonal Contrast (but not marked in the practical orthography) 

 /hɔ  w̃ɔ  /̃ [ˈhɔ u   ̃ ̃ɔ  ↘̃] ‘water’ 

 /hɔ  w̃ɔ  /̃ [ˈhɔ u   ̃ ̃ɔ  ]̃ ‘eye’ 

4.2 Stress 
Stress in this paper is defined as loudness. It is mostly predictable, and therefore non-phonemic.  

Minimal pairs of stress patterns do exist in the language, but only on a few words. Their meaning is easily 
determined by context, and do not need to be marked. 

 /kɔlɔ/ [ˈkɔlɔ] ‘bamboo.sp’ 

 /kɔlɔ/ [kɔˈlɔ] ‘skin’ 

/mɑKɑ/ [mɑˈɡɑ] ‘mouth 

/mɑKɑ/ [ˈmɑɡɑ] ‘through, by’ 

4.2.1 Stress Patterns 
Stress normally occurs on the final syllable. However, the heaviness of a syllable and the sonarity of the 

vowel nucleus directly influence which syllable will be stressed. The ranking of this priority can be shown in the 
following formula: 

Heavy syllable (VV) >> C onset (CV) >> Sonarity >> Final syllable 

In addition, reduplication affects stress. 
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4.2.1.1 Sonarity 

If the vowels in the previous syllables have higher sonarity (i.e. ɑ> ɛ,ɔ> e,o> i,u), then the stress falls on 
the syllable with the higher sonarity. 

 /dɑde/ [ˈdɑ  d̃e] ‘rat’ 

/beɑmɛ/ [beˈɑmɛ] ‘day’ 

If, however, the first syllable is not a C onset (CV), then the stress defaults to the final syllable. 

/ɛli/  [ɛˈli] ‘road’ 

If the sonarity is of equal value, the stress remains on the final syllable. 

/sɔPɔ/  [sɔˈbɔ] ‘woman’ 

 /muPi/ [muˈbi] ‘mountain’ 

However, if the syllables are duplicate, then the stress gets placed on the penultimate syllable. 

/biPi/  [ˈbibi] ‘taro’ 

Final priority is given to the heavy syllable (VV). 

/ɸɑKɑi/ [ɸɑˈɡɑi] ‘coconut’ 

/kɑijɑ/ [ˈkɑi:ɑ] ‘knife’ 

NOTE: The stress pattern mentioned above seems to be the norm, but we have found a few exceptions to 
these rules. The formula above works with 90% of the words. The other 10% of the words do not fit the pattern 
either because they are compound words, loan words, or because some clitics/affixes will always take the stress 

(e.g. /-lɛ  /̃‘negated past’, /-li/ ‘habitual’, and /-lVi/ ‘future’).  

4.3 Length 
Length is not contrastive.  Vowel length is conditioned by stress, i.e. stressed syllables have longer vowels. 

4.4 Intonation 
There are six main intonation contours.3 

Statement 

 Medial clause  level or slightly rising intonation 

 Final clause  falling intonation 

Command   rising intonation on the imperative verb 

Prohibitive   sharp rising intonation on the prohibitive adverb <na>, falling off as sentence ends 

Question (polar)  rising intonation on the last few syllables of the sentence, falling on the final syllable 

Question (content) sharp, rising intonation on the question word, falling off as the sentence ends. 

                                                           
3 In Odoodee, there is difference between a final and a medial clause. One of the distinctions is intonation. (For more 

information, see Hays 2002:72.) 
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5. OTHER PHONOLOGICAL PHENOMENA 

5.1 Nasalisation 
All Odoodee vowels may be nasalised, although nasalisation occurs only on a small percentage of words in 

the language. Nasalisation does not appear to be predictable, but there are only a few clear examples of contrast. 
Some speakers nasalise words a great deal more than others, and in general, it appears that the older generation 
(aged 40+) tend to nasalise more. 

Here are some examples of contrastive pairs.  

  

  /bɔ/ [bɔ] ‘fat/grease’ 

  /bɔ  /̃ [bɔ  ]̃ ‘bush spirit’ 

  /ɡi/ [ɡi] ‘pull’  

  /ɡĩ/ [ɡĩ] ‘centipede’ 

  /ko/ [ko] ‘there’ 

  /kõ/ [kõ] ‘honey’ 

5.2 Bleed-through 
Bleed-through is a very limited feature of the language. It means that a high vowel may bleed through into 

the previous syllable, thus forming a diphthong with the preceding vowel. This feature is not very common and 
only occurs in a few words,  and they are very similar in construction. Bleed-through only occurs within the 
root; it does not cross morpheme boundaries. 

  

  /bɑKɑdiɔ/ [bɑkɑiˈdʲɔ] ‘two’ <bakadio> 

/bɑlɑKiɛ/ [bɑlɑiˈkʲɛ] ‘wet’ <balakie> 

/kuɑsiɔ/ [ˈkʷɑizʲɔ] ‘tired’ <kwasio> 

/tɛPiɑ/ [ˈtɛibiɑ] ‘match up to’ <tebia> 

/wɛdiɑ/ [ˈwɛidʲɑ] ‘die.PL’ <wedia> 

5.3 Vowel Harmony 
Vowel harmony is a feature of the Odoodee language. Rules of vowel harmony apply to verbs and the 

marking of tense, aspect, and mood. It also applies to the possessive and the question enclitics. Even though 
vowel harmony is a strong feature in the language, any combination of vowels may occur in a root. 

5.3.1 Morphophonemics 
There are a number of morphophonemic processes that take place in Odoodee; most of them relate to vowel 

harmony in the suffixed verb word. The rules are interwoven with the different verb types as well as with 
different grammatival structures. 

5.3.1.1 Verb types based on last root vowel 

  Present Past Future Imperative Gloss 

 1) /ɸidi/ /ɸidi/ /ɸidi-lɛi/ /ɸidi/ ‘help’ 

/i/ /i/ /i-lɛi/ /i/ ‘call’ 

/ɛliKi/ /ɛliKi/ /ɛliKi-lɛi/ /ɛliKi/ ‘teach’ 

/ɡisi/ /ɡisi/ /ɡisi-lɛi/ /ɡisɛ  /̠4 ‘shut’5 

                                                           
4 underlined segments = irregular within its own type or acc. to some general rule, not necessarily spelled out 
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 2) /du/ 6 /di/ /di-lɛi/ /di/ ‘go’ 

 3) /mɔu/ /mɔu/ /mɛi-lɛi/ /mɛi/ ‘go down’ 

 4) /ɔPu/ /ɛPiɑ/ /ɛPi-lɛi/ /ɛPi/ ‘be afraid’ 

 5) /du/ /du/ /du-lɛi/ /dui/ ‘hear/listen’ 

           

 6) /wo/ /wɛ-i/ /wo-lɑi/ /we/ ‘hit’ 

 7) /mɑKo/ /mɑKo/ /mɑKɑ-lɑi/ /mɑKe/ ‘put’ 

 

 8) /ɔKɔ/ /ɛKɛ-i/ /ɑKɑ-lɑi/ /ɛKɛ/ ‘see’ 

/sɔKɔ/ /sɛKɛ-i/ /sɑKɑ-lɑi/ /sɛKɛ/ ‘plant’ 

 9) /ɸɔlɔ/ /ɸɑlɑ/ /ɸɑ-lɑi/ /ɸɛlɛ/ ‘go up’ 

/kɔmɔnɔ/ /kɑmɑnɑ/ /kɑmɑnɑ-lɑi/ /kɛmɛnɛ/ ‘be angry’ 

/ɡole-dɔ/ /ɡole-do/ /ɡole-dɑ-lɑi/ /ɡole-dɛ/ ‘know’ 
knowledge + do 

 10) /bɑdɔ/ /bɑdɛPɛ-i/ /bɑdɑ-lɑi/ /bɑdɛPe/ ‘stay’ 

/dɔ/ /dɛPɛ-i/ /dɑPɑ-lɑi/ /dɛPe/ ‘stay.PL’ 

 11) /tɔnɔ/ /tɛne/ /tɛnɛ-lɑi/ /tɛne/ ‘give’ 

 12) /siPɔ/ /simi/, /siPi/ /siPi-lɛi/ /siPɛ/ ‘come’ 

  

 13) /nɑ/ /nɛ/ /nɑ-lɑi/ /nɛ/ ‘eat’ 

 14) /howɑ/ /howɑ/ /howɑ-lɑi/ /howɛ/ ‘beg’ 

/bɑ/ /bɑ/ /bɑ-lɑi/ /bɛ/ ‘watch’ 

 15) /tiɑ/ /tiɑ/ /ti-lɛi/ /tiɛ/ ‘sleep’ 

 

5.3.1.2 Rules 

(Note: examples are written in orthography.) 

Rule 1a - all verb types: unrounding preceding the imperative, negative and habitual suffixes 

All vowels in the root become unrounded, if not already so, preceding the assumed suffix -e (IMP), as well 

as the suffixes -le (NEG), -li (HAB). 

 (V)n → [-rd] / __+(C) V 
 [+rd]    [+IMP/NEG/HAB] 
      [-back] 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
5 e.g. ‘shut eyes/mouth’ 
6 Homophone with du ‘hear’ 
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Rule 1b - deletion of -e (IMP) 
Following on Rule 1a, the imperative suffix is deleted. 

 ɛɛɛɛ → ∅ / V+__ 
      [-back] 

 pidi + e �  pidi ‘help.IMP’ (type 1) 
 help + IMP 

 magoo + e �  magee-e�  magee ‘put.IMP’ (type 7) 
 put + IMP 

 sogo + e �  sege-e � sege ‘plant.IMP’ (type 8) 
 plant.up + IMP 

 polo + e �  pele-e �  pele ‘go up.IMP’ (type 9) 
 go.up + IMP 

 obu + li �  ebi-li ‘be afraid.HAB’ (type 4) 
 be.afraid + HAB 

 magoo + li � mage-li ‘put.HAB’ (type 7) 
 put + HAB 

 ba + li � ba-li ‘watch.HAB’ (type 14) 
 watch + HAB 

 komono + li � kamana-li ‘be angry.HAB7 (type 9) 
 be.angry + HAB 

 komono + le � kemene-le ‘was not angry’ (type 9) 
 be.angry + NEG 

 du + le � di-le ‘did not go’ (type 2) 
 go + NEG 

 obu + le � ebi-le ‘was not afraid’ (type 4) 
 be.afraid + NEG 

 ogo + le � ege-le ‘did not see’ (type 8) 
 see + NEG 

 goolee-do + le � goolee-de-le ‘did not know’ (type 9) 
 knowledge-do + NEG 

 bado + le � bade-le ‘did not stay’ (type 10) 
 stay + NEG 

IRREGULAR FORMS: 

(gisi ‘shut’) giseeee ‘shut!’     (type 1) 

(du ‘hear’) duuuui ‘hear!’ duuuu-le ‘did not hear’  (type 5) 

(bado ‘stay’) badebeebeebeebee ‘stay!’     (type 10) 

(do ‘stay.PL’) debeebeebeebee ‘stay.PL!’     (type 10) 

(tono ‘give’) teneeeeeeee ‘give!’     (type 11) 

(howa ‘beg’) hoooowe ‘beg!’   hoooowa-li ‘beg.HAB’ (type 14) 

                                                           
7 Note the difference between this form, and kemene-le ‘was not  angry’; both forms are outcomes of Rule 1a. 
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Rule 2 - verb types 1-5, 12, 15: assimilation of the future suffix 

Assuming the basic form of the future tense suffix is -lai (-INCOM.IR), it becomes -lei before a high vowel. 

 lVi → [-back] / V+ l__i 
  [+back]    [+high] 
  [-rd] 

 woo + l-ai � woo-lai ‘will hit’ (type 6) 
 hit + INCOM-IR 

 eligi + l-ai � eligi-lei ‘will teach’ (type 1) 
 teach + INCOM-IR 

 du + l-ai � du-lei ‘will hear’ (type 5) 
 hear + INCOM-IR 

 sibo + l-ai8 � sibu-lai � sibu-lei9 ‘will come’ (type 12) 
 � sibi-lei 
 come + INCOM-IR 

 tia + l-ai10 � ti-lai � ti-lei ‘will sleep’ (type 15) 
 sleep + INCOM-IR 

A similar rule applies to motion verbs of various verb types; see Rule 7a: unrounding of suffix signalling 
presupposed sequence. 

Rule 3 - verb types 7-11: unrounding preceding the future suffix 

The root vowels becomes unrounded preceding -lai (INCOM.IR) 

 (V)n → [-rd] / __+llllɑiɑiɑiɑi 
 [-high]   
 [+rd] 

 magoo + l-ai � maga-lai ‘will put’ (type 7) 
 put + INCOM-IR 

 ogo + l-ai � aga-lai ‘will see’ (type 8) 
 see + INCOM-IR 

 polo+ l-ai � pala+ lai11 � pa- lai ‘will go up’ (type 9) 
 go.up + INCOM-IR 

 bado+ l-ai �bada-lai ‘will stay’ (type 10) 
 stay + INCOM-IR 

 tono + l-ai � tene-lai12 ‘will give’ (type 11) 
 give + INCOM-IR 

IRREGULAR FORM: 

(do ‘stay.PL’) daba-lai ‘will stay.PL’ (type 10) 

                                                           
8 Rule 4a: raising of last root vowel 
9 Rule 4b: unrounding preceding the future suffix 
10 Rule 9: deletion of root final /ɑ/ 
11 Rule 8: deletion of /lV/ 
12 Irregular, but still according to rule. 
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Rule 4a - verb type 12: raising of last root vowel preceding any suffix except the imperative 

The last root vowel becomes a high vowel preceding any suffix except -e (IMP). 

 V# → [+high] /   __  +[SFX≠IMP] 

 sibo + l-one � sibuuuu-lone ‘while coming’ (type 12) 
 come + INCOM-SIMU 

 sibo + i � sibuuuu-i13 � sibi-i14 � sibi/simi ‘came’ (type 12) 
 come + PAST 

Rule 4b - verb types 2-4, 12: unrounding preceding the future suffix, as well as the purpose suffix 

The root vowels of verb types 2-4, and for type 12 following on Rule 4a: raising of last root vowel, are 
unrounded when followed by the suffix -lai (-INCOM.IR) or the suffix -lame (INCOM.PURP). This rule is, 
where applicable, preceded by Rule 2: assimilation of the future suffix. 

 (V)n → [-back] / __+ llll V(C)V 
 [+rd]     [FUT/PURP] 
       [-rd] 

 du + l-ai � du-lei � di-lei ‘will go’ (type 2) 
 go + INCOM-IR 

 mou + l-ai � mou-lei � mei-lei ‘will go down’ (type 3) 
 go.down + INCOM-IR 

 obu + l-ai � obu-lei � ebi-lei ‘will be afraid’ (type 4) 
 to.be.afraid + INCOM-IR 

 sibo + l-ai � sibu-lai � sibu-lei ‘will come’ (type 12) 
 � sibi-lei 
 come + INCOM-IR 

 mou + l-ame � mei-lame ‘in order to go down’ (type 3) 
 go.down + INCOM-PURP 

 sibo + l-ame � sibu-lame � sibi-lame ‘in order to come’ (type 12) 
 come + INCOM-PURP 

IRREGULAR FORM: 
(du ‘hear’) du-lei ‘will hear’ (type 5) 

Rule 5a - verb types 6, 8-13: unrounding preceding the past tense suffix 

Assuming the suffix indicating past tense is -i (PAST), this suffix causes the root vowels to become 
unrounded. 

 (V)n → [-rd] /   __+ i 
 [-high]    [PAST] 

Rule 5b - verb type 7, 9, 14-15: deletion of -i (PAST) 

After Rule 5a has done its work, the past tense  suffix -i is deleted after the back vowels /ɑ/ and /oooo/. 

 i → ∅ / V+ __ 
  [+back] 

                                                           
13 Rule 5a: unrounding preceding the past tense suffix 
14 Rule 5c: deletion of -i (PAST) 
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Rule 5c - verb types 1-5, 12: deletion of -i (PAST) 

The past tense suffix -i is deleted after a high vowel. Prior to that, verb type 12 was effected by Rule 4a: 
raising of last root vowel, as well as Rule 5a: unrounding preceding the past tense suffix. 

 i → ∅ / V+ __ 
   [+high] 

 gisi + i � gisi ‘shut.PAST’ (type 1) 
 shut + PAST 

 mou + i � mou ‘went down’ (type 3) 
 go down + PAST 

 du + i �  du ‘heard’ (type 5) 
 hear + PAST 

 woo + i � wee-i15
� we-i ‘hit.PAST’ (type 6) 

 hit+ PAST 

 magoo + i � magoo ‘put.PAST’ (type 7) 
 put + PAST 

 sogo + i � sege-i ‘planted’ (type 8) 
 plant + PAST 

 komono + i � kamana-i � kamana ‘was angry’ (type 9) 
 be.angry + PAST 

 sibo + i � sibu-i � sibi-i � sibi/simi ‘came’ (type 12) 
 come + PAST 

 ba + i � ba ‘watched’ (type 14) 
 watch + PAST 

 tia + i � tia ‘slept’ (type 15) 
 sleep + PAST 

IRREGULAR FORMS: 
(du ‘go’) diiii ‘went’ (type 2) 

(obu ‘to be afraid’) ebiebiebiebiaaaa ‘was afraid’ (type 4) 

(goolee-do ‘know’) gooleedoooooooo ‘knew’ (type 9) 

(bado ‘stay’) badebbbbeeeei ‘stayed’ (type 10) 

(do ‘stay.PL’) debebebebei ‘stayed.PL’ (type 10) 

(tono ‘give’) teneeeeeeee ‘gave’ (type 11) 

(sibo ‘come’) simmmmi ‘stayed’ (type 12) 

(na ‘eat’) neeee ‘ate’ (type 13) 

Rule 6 - verb types 1, 13, 14: rounding preceding the simultaneous time suffix 

The last root vowel becomes rounded preceding -lone (INCOM.SIMU).16 

 V# → [+rd] / __+ llllɔnɛɔnɛɔnɛɔnɛ 

 pidi + l-one � pidu-lone17 ‘while helping’ (type 1) 
 help + INCOM-SIMU 

                                                           
15 Rule of neutralisation: e → [-tense] / __(C)i; compare:  magoo + l i→ mage-li ‘always putting’ 

  put + HAB 
16 Does not apply to -loso (PRESEQ); na + l-oso→ na-loso ‘after eating’ 

 eat + INCOM-PRESEQ 
17 This only occurs in the speech of some people. 
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 na + l-one � no-lone ‘while eating’ (type 13) 
 eat + INCOM-SIMU 

 howa + l-one � howo-lone ‘while begging’ (type 14) 
 beg + INCOM-SIMU 

The four motion verbs du ‘go’, polo ‘go up’, mou ‘go down’ and sibo ‘come’, including their compouds, 
trigger another phonological rule with the following effect: 

Rule 7a - verbs of motion: unrounding of suffix signalling presupposed sequence 

The suffix -loso (INCOM.PRESEQ) becomes unrounded after motion verbs, including their compounds. 

llllVssssɔɔɔɔ → [-back] / [motion verb] +llll__ssssɔɔɔɔ 
 [+rd] 

Rule 7b - verbs of motion: unrounding of root vowels preceding the presupposed sequence suffix 

Root vowels of motion verbs, including their compounds, become unrounded preceding -loso 
(INCOM.PRESEQ). This rule is preceded by Rule 7a: unrounding of the suffix signalling presupposed 
sequence. 

(V)n → [-back] / __+ llllɔsɔɔsɔɔsɔɔsɔ 
  [+rd] 

 du + l-oso � du-leso � di-leso ‘having gone’ (type 2) 
 go + INCOM-PRESEQ 

 mou + l-oso � mou-leso � mei-leso ‘having gone down’ (type 3) 
 go.down + INCOM-PRESEQ 

 polo + l-oso � polo-leso � pele-leso18 ‘having gone up’ (type 9) 
 � pe-leso 
 go.up + INCOM-PRESEQ 

 sibo + l-oso19 � sibu-loso � sibu-leso ‘having come’ (type 12) 
 � sibi-leso 
 come + INCOM-PRESEQ 

 ga-du + l-oso � ga-du-leso � ga-di-leso ‘having gone into’ (type 2) 
 into-go + INCOM-PRESEQ 

 to-mou + l-oso � to-mou-leso ‘having taken down’ (type 3) 
 � to-mei-leso 
 hold-go.down + INCOM-PRESEQ 

Rule 8 - verb type 9: deletion of /lV/ 

A root with an /lV/ in it will loose this, when followed by an affix starting with /l/.  This rule is here 
preceded by Rule 3: unrounding preceding the future suffix. 

 lV → ∅ / CV__ + lV 

 polo + l-ai � pala-lai �  pa-lai ‘will go up’ (type 9) 
 go.up + INCOM-IR 

                                                           
18 Rule 8: deletion of /lV/. 
19 Rule 4a: raising of last root vowel. 
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Rule 9 - verb type 15: deletion of /ɑɑɑɑ/ 

The final vowel /ɑ/ of a verb ending in /iɑ/ is deleted if it is immediately followed by a CV affix where the 

vowel is /ɑ/. This rule is here followed by Rule 2: assimilation of the future suffix. 

 ɑɑɑɑ → ∅ /i__+ CV 
  [+back] 
  [-rd] 

 tia + l-ai � ti-lai� ti-lei ‘will sleep’ (type 15) 
 sleep + INCOM-IR 

Rule 10 - glide assimilation (non verbal) 

The phoneme /j/ becomes /w/ when the final root vowel is [+rd], i.e. /u/, /o/, or /ɔ/. This only applies to the 

possessive enclitic -yo and the question enclitic -yo. 

 V → [+rd] / V+ __V 
 [+cons]    [+rd] 

 Niko + yo � Niko-wo ‘Niko’s’ 
 Niko + GEN 
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